AI-MO

The tranquil and wise Ai-Mo tribe inhabits the harshest, windiest and highest mountain range of the square, where they have found inner peace by meditating in the eternal evening light. Ai-Mo starts the game with the 'Meditation' tech.

**Instructions:** Print template on cardstock paper. Cut-out along solid black outlines. Fold on dashed lines. Tape or glue white tabs to corresponding sides (double-sided tape or glue stick recommended). Attach separate parts to complete Paper Foldable character.

- Cut slit to fit sword
- Cut slits on foot parts to connect with tabs on body

---

**-THE BATTLE OF-**

**POLYTOPIA**

---

This is what your assembled AI-MO Paper Foldable will look like.
Tape/glue sword sides together

Fit tab into slit cut on side of body